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About us:

We are a Costa Rican company with over 18 years of experience in the 
Information and Communications Technologies market.
 
Our headquarters are located in San José, Costa Rica. In addition, we 
have Data Center infrastructures and connectivity in Costa Rica, 
Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama and Miami, 
Florida.
 
We are experts in technological convergence and integration and we 
have managed to earn the trust of our customers in more than 20 
countries around the world via the wide range of solutions that we offer. 
 
One of our main markets is Central America and this is why we created 
the concept of “ONE”, a “one-stop-technology-shop” in the region, 
making it possible for each of our clients to have a complete solution for 
all their technological needs in today’s changing digital world.
 
At the Connectivity level we have created 3 options under the concept of 
“CONNECT”, allowing our clients to have connectivity solutions in our 
Data Centers, for their Clouds and IOT services.

We work under our methodology 
“Make IT Happen”, meaning that we 
first focus on knowing and 
understanding our clients, and then 
provide them with reliable and safe 
solutions that are specific to their 
needs, using our infrastructure and 
technology to provide them with world 
class services and the best response 
times. 
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NAVEGALO ONE
ONE Internet
We provide Carrier Class, Full Duplex, Point-to-Point Microwave and Fiber Optic 
technologies via our MPLS network throughout Central America, which has been specifically 
designed for fast routing and redundancy. 
 
We provide SME and Corporate Internet and Data Transport plans through our 100% 
wireless and fiber optic networks.

In Costa Rica we have our own 
fiber optic network with 
connectivity throughout the 
country and also via wireless links 
through our 19 nodes.

We have our own capacity on the 
MAYA, ARCOS and PAC 
submarine cables, with point of 
landings in Costa Rica at the 
Bribrí station, located on the 
Atlantic Coast, and in Esterillos 
on the Pacific coast.

Telecommunication Towers

Towers property of Navégalo
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ONE Data Center

Solutions:
Collocation: We provide space for collocation of equipment per server unit, in half cabinets, full 
cabinets, and in cages.

Navégalo Cloud: We provide solutions in our redundant and elastic cloud in a quick and 
profitable environment. Our clients can contract resources and create their own virtual machines 
themselves choosing to pay per hour or per month.

Virtual Servers (VPS): This solution is for clients that require their own resources, but do not 
need a dedicated infrastructure, offering a perfect balance between processing power, memory 
and disk space. 

Dedicated Servers: An alternative for clients that require their own servers without having to 
purchase them, renting them from Navégalo with power, bandwidth and support included.
 
Web Hosting: The web hosting platform for the most robust websites and applications in the 
region, 100% customized to the needs of our clients, with personalized, fast and secure service 
and support.
 
Google GSuite: We are one of GSuite’s largest partners in the region and we are experts at 
implementing these solutions. 
 
Domain Registration: We provide our clients with a top notch domain registration service with 
more than 130 options including . com , .net, . org , . cr , .ni, . pa , . hn , . gt , . sv and . bz . 
 
Secure SSL Certificates (Secure Socket Layer): We secure and encrypt your Internet 
transactions through the following premium providers: Symantec, Comodo , GeoTrust, Sectigo, 
Thawte, Rapid SSL and Digicert.
 
Storage and backup: We manage and implement backups of your platforms quickly, safely 
and reliably.

We have 9 World Class Data Centers in 
Central America and Miami, Florida; each with 
connectivity to the  most robust Internet 
providers in the world, an uptime guarantee of 
100%, redundant power and cooling, 24/7 
security and support 365 days a year from our 
own Network Operations Center (NOC) and 
Security Operations Center (SOC).

Towers property of Navégalo
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ONE Cloud
Our multi- cloud platform allows our clients to manage, from a single control panel, all their virtual 
machines from the following cloud platforms: Navégalo Cloud, AWS, Google Cloud and Microsoft 
Azure.

ONE IXP
Navégalo Internet Exchange Point (IXP), the first and only in the region, is dedicated to 
improving the interconnectivity and reducing the costs between networks in Central America. 
 
Navégalo IXP enables ISPs, content providers and companies to exchange IP traffic quickly, 
cost-effectively and easily.

Among its objectives:

     •Make Internet routing more efficient.
     •Improve the quality of services.
     •Minimize interconnection costs in Central America and Panama.
     •Accelerate local and regional Internet communications.
     •Reduce the latencies of international terrestrial and / or submarine fiber optic links for   
       members of Navégalo IXP. 
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ONE VoIP
We offer IP telephony solutions for SMEs and Corporations in Central America in search of 
products and services with high redundancy and security.

Solutions:
Telephone Lines: Our lines can be configured on voice over IP ( VoIP ) telephones, softphones 
or in virtual or physical PBXs.
 
Local and International Numbers: Our numbers are ideal for clients requiring local and 
international presence, allowing unlimited incoming calls and at local rates.
 
E1 SIP: Specialized solution for high traffic call companies that includes 30 channels and 100 
local lines.
 
Virtual and Physical PBX: We offer two options, Cloud PBX which is managed and supervised 
by the Navégalo team, and physical PBXs which are ideal for medium and large companies that 
require an on-premise PBX .

ONE IPTV
Through Navégalo's Internet IPTV service, our clients receive over 100 Digital Channels and an 
IPTV box.
 
A single account allows you to configure the service on up to 3 devices – either on an IPTV Box , 
on a cell phone or on a tablet. 

ONE Marketing
We offer the number one platform for sending SMS text messages and mass e-mails in Costa 
Rica, plus digital signage, website design and a " hotspot " solution for shops, hotels, restaurants 
and public spaces.
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ONE Security 
We provide cybersecurity solutions for global clients, protecting their critical information against 
DDoS attacks, so that their operations remain online 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

     •Protection against Layers 3/4 (volumetric) and Layer 7 (web applications) DDoS attacks.
     •We can protect our clients’ infrastructure through a block of IPs via BGP and / or a single IP.
     •Protection against DDoS attacks directed at DNS servers.

ONE Licencing
We help our clients make smart licensing decisions based on the current and anticipated needs 
of their organizations.
 
We offer attractive pricing, predictable cost options and a range of added value benefits that 
reduce the cost of the acquisition, maintenance and updating of Oracle and Microsoft software. 

Cloud Connect
We organize and consolidate the world's largest Cloud infrastructure networks in one easy-to-use 
platform.
 
No matter if you have hybrid solutions from various cloud providers, from cloud to cloud or for 
disaster recovery purposes, rather than managing each resource separately, gather everything 
together in the Navégalo ONE Cloud platform.

Data Center Connect
Our clients can choose to connect to the Internet provider of their choice, or use our Redundant 
Internet (BGP), managed 100% by Navégalo and backed by a 100% availability SLA.

IOT Connect
We interconnect different electronic devices (beacons , sensors, devices, electronics and other 
platforms) to provide new experiences and improvements through LORA communication.

NAVÉGALO CONNECT
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Some of our customers


